
KaiTutor
™

  The On-demand, On-the-Job  
 “Personal Trainer”

n  On-board “Personal Trainer” provides professional training anytime, anywhere

n  Uses updatable portable media — No Wi-Fi connection and data usage fees

n  Workers Play-Pause-Practice™ watching easy to understand, real-world 
training scenarios with experts demonstrating best practices

n  Readily available, on-going training minimizes the impact of turnover and 
unskilled workers

n  Reduces need for technicians and improves self-reliance

n  Maximizes the return on equipment investment

n  Available for all Kaivac cleaning systems

Contact Kaivac today to see how you  can  
elevate your training program with KaiTutor.

1-800-287-1136 | (513) 887-4600 
www.kaivac.com  |  info@kaivac.com
2680 Van Hook Ave. | Hamilton, OH 45015
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HOW WE LEARN: RETENTION RATES

EXAMPLE COURSES INCLUDE:

Cleaning Applications
 • Restroom Cleaning 
 • Kitchen Cleaning
 • Hard Surface Floor Cleaning
 • Floor Care

Machine Specific Modules
 • Set Up
 • Basic Operation
 • Daily and Periodic Maintenance
 • Troubleshooting
 • Repair
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KaiTutor™

Training when, where and how your workers need it.
Training is a critical component of any quality cleaning program,  
especially in an industry frequently overwhelmed by high turnover and 
unskilled workers. Regrettably, today’s typical training is ineffective, 
inefficient and simply unavailable when and where it’s needed most. 
KaiTutor from Kaivac solves the training dilemma with its on-board 
training and documentation system. With KaiTutor, users can learn 
quickly and at their own pace - anytime, anywhere. 

Just-in-Time Skill Building

KaiTutor helps custodial workers excel at job-related activities by 
delivering critical operational and educational information right when 
and where it’s needed – on the job. The result is “just-in-time” skill 
building for improved performance and productivity.

Mounted directly to Kaivac’s cleaning systems, the KaiTutor makes 
personal training readily available in a stimulating format. Now, even  
inexperienced workers can quickly become highly productive cleaning 
professionals. And, it’s a convenient way to reinforce prior formal training. 

Improving Outcomes through Innovation

Recent Innovations, like Kaivac’s No-Touch Cleaning® and OmniFlex™ 
systems, greatly enhance the quality and efficiency of cleaning. Sadly, 
many organizations can’t exploit these advantages because they lack 
timely and effective training, especially those with high turnover or 
an unskilled workforce. KaiTutor, the “anytime, anywhere personal 
trainer,” facilitates the adoption of new technologies by eliminating 
these barriers. 

Play-Pause-Practice™

The KaiTutor video modules show experts demonstrating best 
practices in real-world cleaning scenarios. This is perfect for Kaivac’s 
simple Play-Pause-Practice approach: play the video, pause it after 
a procedure is demonstrated, and then go practice it.  Repeat as 
necessary to master the cleaning procedure.  Studies show that this 
method of viewing the video coupled with hands-on practice helps 
students grasp the information more quickly and retain it longer.

Rich Library of Content
Along with the KaiTutor, Kaivac provides a large and growing library of 
information covering such topics as operational procedures, routine 
maintenance, troubleshooting, repair, machine-specific overviews, 
tips, tricks, and more. In addition, Kaivac can work with customers to 
develop customized educational or organizational content. Because of 
its intuitive menu-based navigation, all content can be accessed easily 
by anyone, anywhere.

Increase Self Reliance

With instant access expert help, including troubleshooting and repair, 
users can reduce their dependence on outside suppliers, trainers and 
service technicians. This not only reduces costs, frustration and down 
time but it also improves productivity and cleaning outcomes.

Contact Kaivac today to see how you can  
elevate your training program with KaiTutor. 

1-800-287-1136 | info@kaivac.com
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